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In the Name of Allah the Beneficent the Merciful 

May Allah bless you, O Master of the Age, help us. 

One of the foremost aims of a true believer is to obey Holy 

Prophet (s.a.w.a.) and Holy Imams (a.s.). Every believer is 

commanded to follow their footsteps in his life. In every 

affairs of life believer is required to verify whether his 

footsteps are in accordance with Holy Prophet (s.a.w.a.) 

and Holy Imams (a.s.). This following is not only in the 

sphere of beliefs and related actions commanded by 

religion to be performed by each believer like Salaat, Roza, 

Hajj, Zakaat, Khums, etc. but also should be applied in day 

to day life affairs. In other words, accountability, self 

appraisal, improvement, growth, development, changing 

one’s own condition from the previous day to a better 

one, etc. must happen in our life to achieve such a great 

aim i.e. to obey Holy Prophet (s.a.w.a.) or any of our Holy 

Imams (a.s.). 

In this short treatise, your attention is invited to a basic 

problem about which you may not be aware or you may 

be aware but due to innumeratble activities you may be 

inattentive to it. If it is so, then in spite of being apparently 

alive you are as dead. Your different type of activities and 

unmindfulness is killing your every moment. Through 

these lines you must pay attention to a great and a very 
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important matter and take this to your heart. We don’t 

know whether you remember this or you are aware of it. 

Different responsibilities, occupations, employment, 

college, school and other problems of life have 

surrounded you in such a manner that you are not even 

conscious of your own self; and you don’t even have the 

time to ask yourself: 

‘Where have I come from?’ 

‘What am I doing?’ 

and ‘Where am I going?’ 

You are living since many years. “Since how many years?” 

The precious moments of your life are passing away very 

fast. You have not felt their movement and speed. 

Moments passed, nights and days came and went, even 

weeks appeared and passed away; new years also arrived 

and became old. Every moment, unknowingly, you are 

moving closer and closer to an extremely dark and cold 

grave. But you have given no thought to how and where 

you are going. 

The life that you live, is a compound of days and months. 

No matter how many years you live, you are nothing but a 

collection of only these moments, hours and days. Days 

and moments are passing. You are also moving to your 
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end. Have you ever given a thought of what you achieved 

and what you lost? O traveler on the path to the 

Hereafter, have you packed your luggage for the journey, 

have you gathered the provisions of the voyage? 
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When you leave your house, you indeed have the 

destination in your mind. You are aware where you are 

going. Or where you ought to go: Mosque, market, school 

or anywhere else. In the same way you must contemplate 

on your past life and decide where you are going? In 

which direction you head, and where you ought to go? 

You must consider in which direction you are going? And 

at this moment, to which destination are you heading. 

Have you fixed a direction for your deeds? Have you 

procured the provisions for the life of the Hereafter? 

O traveler on the road to nonexistence! The path that you 

tread leads to death. Everyone has to face death. In the 

words of Amirul Momineen Ali (a.s.) you are walking to 

death and it is moving towards you. In such circumstances, 

how close is the encounter with death! 

 ���� ���	
 ��� �� 
������  ����� ��� ����  �����  
“Where are you headed O, travelers?” 

 �������� ���� ��  �� ��  �� 
������  ����  ���!���  ���  �"
���   �# �� �$�  
“Do men think that they will be left alone on 
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saying, We believe, and not be tried?”
1
 

 �   ���%�& �� �'�	� �����(�) ���� �� 
���*�  �  ���+�� ,�  ��� 
- .�  ع�& ���0
���!� 1 �2 
� ��3  
“What did you then think that We had created 

you in vain and that you shall not be returned to 

Us?”
2
 

��������   ���� ���� 1�    ���
� �  ���  �  � �4  ��� �5  ���0 ���    �����6 ��� 1�7  �8 �9  
“Has not the time yet come for those who believe 

that their hearts should be humble for the 

remembrance of Allah…?”
3
 

Now the time has come that you ask yourself and think 

upon it how you perform your daily activities? How do you 

begin the day? And how does it end? This same day comes 

seven times a week, and these same weeks are repeated 

more than fifty times in a year. Would it not be better that 

like an ordinary trader you audit your daily activities and 

decide how much profit you earned and how much was 

the loss. 

                                                
1
  Surah Ankaboot, Ayat No. 2 

2
  Surah Mominoon, Ayat No. 115 

3
  Surah Hadid, Ayat No. 16 
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You will have to calculate what is the difference between 

your present day and this exemplary day? Like a day 

should be (from the view of character) so that this 

difference should become as little as possible and you may 

be able to complete your spiritual journey. Each of your 

day should be better than the previous day and every 

week should be better than the previous week and your 

years should consist of struggle and endeavor and this 

should also be on the path of God. 

Opportunity is still available that you think about the 

‘exemplary day’ which may be an example of a; day in the 

path of God’ and you must move towards that; this day 

would be blessed for you. It would be the same day whose 

soul giving fragrance would make the soul and heart 

sweet smelling and along with it would be achieved the 

pleasure of the real beloved. 

That ‘exemplary day’ would arrive when in the capacity of 

a believer your soul would be dominant on your life. Two 

things are necessary to achieve this aim: 

(1) Intention and sincerity 

(2) Jihad and patience (Struggle and steadfastness) 

Therefore you will have to reflect on your daily activities 

and think upon its conditions and manners. Come let us 
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cast a glance at the activities that we undertake in our 

daily life. 

A: Worship acts: 

This term also includes general worship also which is the 

name of every aspect of life, in addition to special worship 

acts like Prayer, Supplication, Fasting, Recitation of the 

Holy Quran, contemplating on the signs and remembrance 

of God etc. 

B: Social activities: 

Whose aim is helping Muslim brothers, providing comfort 

to common people, making the general public and 

especially the relatives and kinsfolk and family members 

active and busy, to train them, to remove every type of 

sloth and laziness from them and to make them imbued 

with Islamic values. So that a system based on justice and 

equity may be actualized under the leadership of the 

Imam of the time, may our souls be sacrificed on him. 

C: Earning lawful livelihood: 

Struggle and effort to procure the basic necessities for 

ones dependants and to make oneself economically 

strong. So that one may obtain a respectable position and 
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that he may be busy in the way of Allah and the Imam of 

the time, in a better way. 

D: Food and exercise: 

So that the body is healthy and fit for the worship of 

Almighty. Which is a primary condition for struggle and 

worship. In the same one should observe the etiquettes of 

eating. 

E: Sleep and rest: 

Sleep is a strange world which has surrounded one-third 

of your life. You are still unaware of the point that how 

this can be made useful and converted into a worship act. 

One must observe moderation the matter of sleep also. So 

that the physical strength spent during the day in different 

efforts may be regained. And you may make full use of 

your valuable life. You must keep in mind that spending 

one-third of your life in sleep is a great loss. Therefore 

only that much sleep is required that is necessary to keep 

one healthy. So that after this one may be rejuvenated to 

remain busy in ones daily activities. 

F: Obtaining Knowledge: 

Obtaining knowledge, discussion and study and learning 

skills, understanding ones religious duties, obtaining 
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correct point of view, for making ones country self-

sufficient for obtaining skills in various fields one must not 

fall short in utmost efforts. Because in this there is respect 

for God, Prophet and believers. Islam is superior to 

everything and nothing is superior to it. And in this sacred 

struggle one should also be aware of the relationships 

between the teacher and student. 

Just as a particular time has to be fixed for study, in the 

same way it is also necessary to select the matter of study. 

Study of good and edifying books is very effective in 

character building. Generally the morning time is suitable 

for study, but obviously it is difficult to find so much time 

for studies in the morning. So in addition to this is 

necessary to make it a habit to read at night also. If in 

unavoidable circumstances one cannot find time for this 

during a weekday one must make up for it on other days. 

Your moments of the night and the day, for these acts and 

topics, have a position of filed of activities. And as you 

wish (more or less) you may use these moments for these 

activities. But you must keep it in mind that the value of 

every person depends on the selection of good deeds. We 

present below in an orderly fashion, the explanations and 

justifications of the above-mentioned topics and please 
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note that students must use the time for Point C in 

studies. 

A Special worship acts 1.5 hours 

B Social preoccupations 3 hours 

C Earning lawful 

livelihood 

8 hours (Service, college, 

school and housekeeping) 

D Food and exercise 1.5 hours 

E Sleep and rest 7 hours 

F Obtaining religious 

knowledge 

3 hours (teacher + student) 
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An exemplary day 

5:00 am : Waking up, Midnight Prayer, Morning 

Prayer 

  (After-prayer supplications and 

recitation of Quran) 

6:00 am : Exercise 

6:30 am : Reading and breakfast 

7:30 am : College, office, business 

  (During this is fulfillment of Noon and 

Afternoon Prayers on time and lunch) 

4:30 pm : Rest 

5:00 pm : Class, reading and social activities 

9:30 pm : Dinner and education of family 

members 

10:30 pm : Ablution and self-appraisal 

11:00 pm : Night rest (sleep) 

The sketch given above is presented as an example. You 

may adjust the time-table according to the time of sunrise 

and sunset. Also you must always observe moderation in 
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your activities and along with daily occupations you must 

find time for reading and social engagements. 

For shaping an exemplary day there are commands of the 

Almighty Allah (Who is the Creator and Sustainer) and 

instructions of Infallibles (a.s.) (who are leaders having 

absolute authority) that are present for contemplation 

and guidance. Some of them are presented in the coming 

pages. We hope that we shall be included among the 

helpers and companions of the Imam of the Age, may our 

souls be sacrificed on him, if Allah wills. 
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In the Name of Allah the Beneficent the Merciful 

1 – Contemplation 

The Almighty Allah says: 

  :;
<<� �� ��  �=
<<�����  ��  �><<� ?��    �@� A�%<< �2��  �B �=� ����  �;��
 �C<< ���   �D<<� 1 �2 � �E  ����
  �F
� ��  � ��  �G��◌� �� I  ��  �����6 ��<�� �J?�  ع�1 ��� -K ��<�(�7  ��� 
<-�
� ?�7 �5  ���� ���0����  ���� ����  

 �� 
����6 �= L �B �=� ����  �;��
 �C ���   �D� 1 �2  �E  ���� �� ��+���%� � - A �M
�6  ����  �N�!� 1 �2 
 

“Most surely in the creation of the heavens and 

the earth and the alternation of the night and the 

day there are signs for men who understand. 

Those who remember Allah standing and sitting 

and lying on their sides and reflect on the 

creation of the heavens and the earth: Our Lord! 

Thou hast not created this in vain!” 

Amirul Momineen Hazrat Ali (a.s.) said: 

 �� �O� ��� ����  �� �+�	�  
“Contemplate, so that you may gain insight.”

1
 

In and the same way it is said: 

                                                
1
  Ghurar al-Hikam 
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 �� ,�
�	  ���+���  
�6  �P�?� 
R  �Sٗ ع�1 �C�T� ��  �U�1 �O��  ��  �S� A ��V   �����  WX�Y �=I  
“Contemplation is necessary for you, since it is 

guidance against deviation and it reforms the 

deeds.” 
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2 – Quran 

The Almighty Allah says: 

 �Z���7� � �[  � �\�� 1�    �] �X��� �  ���  ���!�    ����  ����  
“Surely this Quran guides to that which is most 

upright…”
1
 


� �̂ 
���7�  :F���1�7 _�  ع�1 �Z�  ���  ���!�    ���� ����6 �X�%� � � A�	�  
“Do they not then reflect on the Quran? Nay, on 

the hearts there are locks.”
2
 

 ��� ����    :><<� � �) _<<�  ع�1 ���  ��<<�!�    ��<<�� 
<<���  �̀ � ,�  ��<<�    ��<< ��� 
ع- � �X<< �O�%��� 
-(<< �Y
 �2 Rٗ<<�%
L �5  �a� ? �9 �2  

“Had We sent down this Quran on a mountain, 

you would certainly have seen it falling down, 

splitting asunder because of the fear of Allah…”
3
 

On Judgment Day the Messenger of Allah (s.a.w.s.) will 

complain in the court of the Almighty Allah: 

                                                
1
  Surah Bani Israel, Ayat No. 9 

2
  Surah Muhammad, Ayat No. 24 

3
  Surah Hashr, Ayat No. 21 
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 -=�� �J����  ���  ���!�    ���� �� ��� ��4  �b���7  ����  � �F �=
� �  �S�� �c ���  �S
�7  ��  
“And the Apostle cried out: O my Lord! surely my 

people have treated this Quran as a forsaken 

thing.”
1
 

                                                
1
  Surah Furqan, Ayat No. 30 
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3 – Worship 

A person asked Hazrat Imam Ja'far Sadiq (a.s.), “What is 

worship?” He replied: 

 �R���� �5 �d
 �e��  �f ����    �R �)���    ����  �a�T
 ��e 
�6  �a��?� �g   �� �� �$I  
“To obey Allah with a good intention in way He 

deserves to be obeyed.”
1
 

[That is one must perform actions that Allah likes and that 

also within the limits specified by those chosen 

representatives. In other words, worship denotes 

compliance of divine commands, keeping within the limits 

of Shariah.] 

Thus it is the saying of Allah: 

 �  ����  �h� ,� ����  ���� �i  �N�!� 1 �2 
���� ���� �X���(� ?  
“And I have not created the jinn and the men 

except that they should serve Me.”
2
 

Hazrat Imam Ja'far Sadiq (a.s.) has said: 

  �P<�j
 �Kع� ��  �P<���K
� � �T  ��<�T W � �kغ� �� ��  ��  �P�%�� �X �2  �G�m  :n
�%� �o � �pغ�  �R�� ,�q  ��� ع�1  ��
                                                
1
  Shaykh Sadooq: Maani al-Akhbaar, pg. 24 

2
  Surah Zariyat, Ayat No. 56 
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  �r

 �Kع�� ��3�m  ��  �P<�?�  ع�1 ��< �9��� �  ��  �R<�%�6��!�T  ����  �r�X�(� ���  ��  �P� �s� �p�    �R�1 �V���6
 �R�%��*�,
�� �$  �;
ک� ���6  ����   

“You should know that the Almighty Allah is not 

needful of your service and that He is needless of 

your worship and supplication. He called you to His 

worship due to His grace and kindness so that He 

may have mercy on you and keep you away from 

His chastisement and to give you glad tidings of His 

blessings.” 

 R�� �����u��  �F
�6  �P�?�  ع�1 �U�%��� �  ��  �v
 �w �=  �>?�& �c  �G�m  �P�� �X��� �  ��  

“And that He guides you to the path of His 

satisfaction and opens for you the door of His 

forgiveness.”
1
 

The Almighty Allah mentions: 

 �  � ک�<�� �E 
���x�(�6  �X�!�  ��� �X���T  ��� -��� �c ��=  :a��� �;���y
 ��e  �� ��g�% �)�� �5  
“And certainly We raised in every nation an 

apostle (who may convey to them): Serve Allah 

                                                
1
  Sharh Farsi Misbah ash-Shariah, Vol. 1, Pg. 93, with a slight difference in 

translation 
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and shun the Shaitan.”
1
 

Hazrat Imam Ja'far Sadiq (a.s.) says: 

  �v �X� ��T  �X�!�	  :a� ? �O�(��  �z  -A �) �= �d
 �M�q  ����  

“One who obeys a man in sin; it is as if he has 

worshipped him.”
2
 

Amirul Momineen Ali (a.s.) has said: 

 �� ��  �+ �� � , ���  �T � � �X  غ� � �p �r  ��  �7 �X  �) �( � 1 �P  �5  �c � � �' � ,
 ٗR  �$ -�� 

“Do not become a slave of anyone; Allah, the 

glorified has created you free.”
3
 

                                                
1
  Surah Nahl 16:36 

2
  Kafi, Vol. 2, Pg. 398 

3
  Safeenatul Bihar, Hajj Abbas Qummi 
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4 – Supplication 

The Almighty Allah says: 

 � ��(� � 
��  ����� �Kع�|}� �7<�   � � �} �=  ���+�6  �~ �0 ��  
“Say: My Lord would not care for you were it not 

for your prayer…” 

The Messenger of Allah (s.a.w.s.) said: 

  ���K
� ��(�    � ���� ��
ع� ��X  

 “Supplication is the head of worship.”
1
 

                                                
1
  Safeenatul Bihar, Hajj Abbas Qummi 
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5 – Sincerity 
The Almighty Allah says in verse 2-3 of Surah Zumar: 

 �T
�	 ���� � �X   �R��   
 -O�1� �� �5  �X�� I ��
�  
� ��  ���� � �X   � � �� ��� 

“…therefore serve Allah, being sincere to Him in 

obedience. Now, surely, sincere obedience is due 

to Allah (alone)…” 

Amirul Momineen (a.s.) said: 

 ���K
� ��(�    �r� A��  ��� A �2� ���  
“Worship depends on sincerity.”

1
 

 ٗR�� ,�
�	  ��� A �2� ��
�6  �P�?� 
�a�T  ع�1 �e  ��V�	�  ��  �S
 �C�T� ��  �S��� ��7  W#� � �cI  
“Sincerity is must for you as it is the basis for 

acceptance of deeds and the best kind of 

obedience.”
2
 

 ����  �>�C�(�   � ��
 ��  �>�C�+�� ��  �a��?� �g  � ��
 �O�6  
“A good deed cannot be completed without a good 

intention.”
3
 

                                                
1
  Ghurar al-Hikam, chapter of Sincerity 

2
  Ghurar al-Hikam, chapter of Sincerity 

3
  Ibid, chapter of Intention 
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6 – Struggle and Endeavour 

The Almighty Allah says in the Holy Quran: 

 � �� 
� ��3� �{ ٖR�  �� �c �=  ��  �5
�6  �������   ���� ����    ��������   �� �X< ��
 �)  ��  ���6
<�� ��� �  ��<�    �����
 � �̂ ����� 
�6 �����7�K
 ��O   �� ��  �Pٓ�j ���� L �5  �>�? �& �c � �E  ���� ����� ,�  ��  ��I  

“The believers are only those who believe in Allah 

and His Apostle then they doubt not and struggle 

hard with their wealth and their lives in the way 

of Allah; they are the truthful ones.”
1
 

 �   �5  ����  �� L
��� 1� � �c  �������� � �X�����   
���*�	  �� �X��
 �)  ���� ����    �� < � ���� �� �'� ��  �8 �CI  
“And (as for) those who strive hard for Us, We 

will most certainly guide them in Our ways; and 

Allah is most surely with the doers of good.”
2
 

 ٖR �������    �X ��
� �� 
� ��3�
�	  �X��
 �)  ����  ��  � ��� ��
�(�    ���T W � ���u�   �5  ����I  
And whoever strives hard, he strives only for his 

own soul; most surely Allah is Self-sufficient, 

above (need of) the worlds.
3
 

                                                
1
  Hujurat 49:15 

2
  Ankaboot 29:69 

3
  Surah Ankaboot, Ayat No. 6 
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-C�? ���T  -� �)�  ���� �Xع�
�!�     ع��� ���� �X ��
 �J� �� �5  �> ��V�	  ��I  
“…and Allah shall grant to the strivers above the 

holders back a mighty reward.”
1
 

Amirul Momineen Hazrat Ali (a.s.) said: 


�6 � �� �J
 �� �X �h�����   �� �A �� ��   
“The self can be reformed by way of struggle and 

endeavourment.”
2
 

 ����X�( ���   �n
������  ��  ���� � �X  �K
 �C �T �K
��� �i�  
“Struggle (Jihad) is the pillar of faith and the way 

and method of the successful ones.”
3
 

                                                
1
  Surah Nisaa, Ayat No. 95 

2
  Ibid. Chapter of Jihad of self 

3
  Ibid. Chapter of Jihad 
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7 – Patience 

Allah says: 

 ���� ���6
 ��O   �8�� �5  ����  
“…and be patient; surely Allah is with the 

patient.”
1
 

 :F
 �� �$  � �p�u�6  �� �� �� �)�  ���� ���6
 ��O   ��E���� 
� ��3�  
“…only the patient will be paid back their reward 

in full without measure.”
2
 

The Messenger of Allah (s.a.w.s.) said: 

  ��<<�T  W ��<< �� ��  �a<<�T
 ��e    ع�>>�� W ��<< �� ��  �a� �*<< �O� ��  �X<<�� �T  W ��<< �� Wa<<�� �A��  � ��<< ��O 
a� �* �O� ��  � ع��� �� ��  ���C�	  �a� ? �O�(� �� 

“Patience is of three types: patience in calamities, 

patience in obedience and patience in refraining 

from doing sin.”
3
 

Hazrat Abu Abdillah Imam Sadiq (a.s.) said: 

                                                
1
  Anfaal 8:46 

2
  Zumar 39:10 

3
  Aain Zindaagi, Pg. 129, Ayatullah Mirza Jawad Tehrani 
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  �"�q ���<   �#<���� ����<�	  �X< ��� �i  ��< ��  �"�q ���<   �a<�  � ��� ��  ��
<�� � ��  ��< ��  � �� ��O 
 ��
�� � ��  �#����  � �� ��O   �#���� ���m  �P�  ���0  �X ��� �i  �#����   

“Patience is related to faith in the same way as the 

head is related to the body. If the head is gone the 

body is also destroyed. In the same way if patience 

goes, faith is also destroyed.”
1
 

Hazrat Amirul Momineen Ali (a.s.) said: 

 �=����� �� � ��
�(��  �r �=�X��  � �� ��O 
�6  
“Exceptional deeds can be performed only through 

patience.”
2
 

 ���� ���   ��  �U �J��� 
�6  �;� �� �� ���  �P ����� ,  �� � �9�6  
“If you display patience you can give glad tidings to 

yourself of victory and success.”
3
 

 ٗR�   � �� �� ���  ��� ��  ���� �� ��  
“One who cannot be patients, cannot be 

successful.”
4
 

                                                
1
  Aain Zindaagi, Pg. 129, Ayatullah Mirza Jawad Tehrani 

2
  Ghurar al-Hikam, chapter of Patience 

3
  Ghurar al-Hikam, chapter of Patience 

4
  Ghurar al-Hikam, chapter of Knowledge 
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8 – Knowledge, scholar, obtaining 

knowledge and student 

 �  ���� ����   �� L ���+����  �������   ���� ����   �5  �8�	 ��� � �� :;
�) �=�K  ��� 1�(�    ����  
“Allah will exalt those of you who believe and 

those who are given knowledge, in high 

degrees…”
1
 

 W��: ع��1?� � ��  �5 �6ک�<���� L�5  ���+ �C� �1�(��  �� L�5 ���!��� ��  
“…and be careful of (your duty) to Allah, Allah 

teaches you, and Allah knows all things.”
2
 

 �9� �� 
� ��3�_ | �C� 1�(�   �v�K
� � �T  ���� �5 �~  
“…those of His servants only who are possessed 

of knowledge fear Allah…”
3
 

 ٖR�6  �P�    �h�*�   
��  � �!�� ����  W��   ع�1
“And follow not that of which you have not the 

knowledge…”
4
 

                                                
1
  Mujadila 58:11 

2
  Baqarah 2:282 

3
  Fatir 35:28 

4
  Isra 17:36 
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Amirul Momineen Hazrat Ali (a.s.) said: 

 :>�?� �K � �p �2  ��� 1�(�  �I  
“Knowledge is the best guide.”

1
 

The Messenger of Allah (s.a.w.s.) said: 

  ��<< ��  ��  ��<�� 1�(��  ��<��  ��  ��< �J� �¡  �z  ��< �c ���   �a<<�  � ��� ��  ��
<�  ک �R�6
� �<�Y  �z  ��<�� 1�(��  ��<��
�
� ��  �R �)��   ع��� �F
�% �+�    �a�  � ��� ��  ��
 Wp���0 ک�

“One who obtains knowledge in youth; it is like an 

inscription on the stone. And one who obtains 

knowledge it is like a writing on the surface of 

water.”
2
 

Hazrat Imam Zainul Aabideen (a.s.) says: 

   ��< �� �K�K �̀ <� �  ���    �� - ����0  ����m  �R� � �$
 �� �K�K �̀ � �  ���    �R�6  �>�C�(��  ���   ���m  ��� 1�(�    ������	
 �6  ����m  � ��� - X�(  

“If knowledge is not acted upon, it increases 

                                                
1
  Ghurar al-Hikam, chapter of Knowledge 

2
  Biharul Anwar, Allamah Majlisi, Vol. 1, Pg. 222, Hadith no. 6, quoted from 

Miscellany of Qutub Rawandi 
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nothing except distance from Allah.”
1
 

Amirul Momineen Hazrat Ali (a.s.) said: 

  ��<�T  �v �X<�(�6  �v �X� �̀ � �  �A�	  :D� �� �M  � �pغ�   ع��� ���j
 ��� 
 ک� :��  ع�1 � �p�u�6  �>��
�(�    ������	
 - X�(�6  ����m  �D� �� ��e   �D<� �� ��e    ع�>�� ���j
 ��� 
 ک� ��� 1�(�  
�6  �>��
�(�    ��  �R�% �)
 �$  ����

8 �) �=  �Z�q �� ��  W��j
 �c �q  W� ��
� ,  �� �����*� 1�	  �U �w���    

“For, he who acts without knowledge is like one 

who treads without a path. Then his deviation from 

the path keeps him at a distance from his aim. And 

he who acts according to knowledge is like he who 

treads the clear path. Therefore, he who can see 

should see whether he should proceed or return.”
2
 

Hazrat Imam Zainul Aabideen (a.s.) said: 

 �	  ��� 1�(�  
�6  �P ���j
 �c  � �D �$ 
 ����q  ��  ��< �� �$ ��  �R< ���1 �J� �� �p�7��<��%   ��  �R<�    ��? ���(��% 

  ��< �y  �� 
< �C?�	  �P< ����� ,   ع��� �R�    �a� ,��(� ��  ��  �R� ?�  ع�1 �S
� ��7 � ��  ��  �R� ?�  �m  �d
 �C�% �c ��

  �P<� 1�!�T  �R�   �¢ � ������  ���£�6  ��� 1�(�    ����  �R���T  �P�6  �_ ��0��<��  ��  �P< �C���	  �v ��< � �V� �¤  ��

                                                
1
  Biharul Anwar, Allamah Majlisi, Vol. 2, Pg. 28, Hadith no. 6, quoted from 

Tafseer Qummi 
2
  Ibid. Vol. 1, Pg. 209, Hadith no. 6, quoted from Nahjul Balagha 
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  �R�  ¥ �P� �� 1�7  ¦;���� ��9   ���!� ,  ��  �; ����� 1   �r� �§�6  �r �� �O�6  �R�    �_�� 1� �̈   ��III  

“The right of the one who trains you through 

knowledge is magnifying him, respecting his 

sessions, listening well to him, attending to him 

with devotion, and help him convey to you the 

knowledge that you need indispensably. You can 

do so by emptying your mind for (receiving) his 

information, lend him your comprehension, purify 

your heart for him; open your eyes widely before 

him by means of abandoning the appetites and 

deserting the passions...”
1
 

                                                
1
  Tohafful Uqool, Pg. 187, Ibne Shoba Harani 
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9 – Prayer 

 �] ���0 ���   ��� �A ��O   ���7� �� L� �© �X���T
�	 
� ,�  ��ª�  �R�  � �ª �5 
� ,� ٓ � ���� ,�  
“Surely I am Allah, there is no god but I, therefore 

serve Me and keep up prayer for My 

remembrance.”
1
 

 � ���0�  �5  ���0 ���    �� L ���+��� ���� ��| �9 �'���    ���T  �«���� ��� �A ��O   ����  
“…surely prayer keeps (one) away from indecency 

and evil, and certainly the remembrance of Allah 

is the greatest…”
2
 

 � ��� �1< �O �C� 1� �    W>�����	 I ���� ��<��    ���� ��
< �c  ��� �¬� A< ��  ��<�T  ��< �� I  ��< ��  ���� ��<��  
 �����j� ����I  

“So woe to the praying ones, who are unmindful 

of their prayers, who do (good) to be seen.”
3
 

Amirul Momineen Ali (a.s.) said: 

 ���. �+�% �c  �� 
��� ?�  ع�1� ���	
 �$  ��  �� �A ��O   �����q � �X��
�(�� 
���6 ��6 ����!��  �� 
������ �
                                                
1
  Taha 20:14 

2
  Ankaboot 29:45 

3
  Maoon 107:4-6 
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<<���7���� - 
<<6
�% �0  ������ �{<<� ��   ع�>>�� �N<<� ,
� 
 ک<� �����	- I   �F��<< �)  �G�m  ����(�C<< ����  �� �q
 �  
7  ���! �c  �z  ���+�+� 1 �c 
� ��1�® �c  �� �$  �=
���   �>���q ���� 1 �O� ��  ����  �P� ,  ���   �  

“For the sake of Allah, be careful of Prayer. Indeed 

it is a pillar of your faith.”
1
 

 
������ �<�Y  ��  �D<�6 � ��   �̄ �A< �M�m 
���!�1 �e��  ��  �̄ �=���    ��N �$  �F�� , ���   � �N �'�%�   
� ���m  ��
  �z 
<������  �>< �����u� � �����	  �> �) ���   �F
�6   ع��� ����+��  �a ��C� �¡
�6 �  � ���  �S� �c �=

 �� 1   ��  �Z��� ?�    �X<�7  ��  �� �= ��X   ����  �R� ?�  ع�1 �°� �� �  ���q  �±�T 
 �C�	  :; �����  �h� �²  �a� 1� ?
  :d
<�%��  �a��� �³ 
�����T  �����1�u �9��  ��  ��� ����    ������ �{� ��  ����  WS
 �) �= 
����! �$  �@ ���T

 WS
<) �=  �R� ,
 �'� �< �c � ���  �S�<�!� �  :S
<��  ��  ��  :X�  ��  ����  : �� ع��� ����7  ��  ��   ����?< ��� 1�� �
�
ک ��̀   ��
%��m  ��  ��A ��O   �Z
7�m  ��  � ���  ���0��  ���T  W8� ?�6 �  �� W� �=
 �̈  

“Pledge yourself with prayer and remain steady on 

it; offer prayer as much as possible and seek 

nearness (of Allah) through it, because it is, 

(imposed) upon the believers as (a) timed 

ordinance.
2
 Have you not heard the reply of the 

people of Hell when they were asked: What hath 

                                                
1
  Sharh Nahjul Balagha, Letter no. 47, Pg. 968, from Faizul Islam 

2
  Quran 4:103 
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brought you into the hell? They shall say: We were 

not of those who offered the regular prayers (to 

Allah)!
1
 Certainly, prayer drops out sins like the 

dropping of leaves (of trees), and removes them as 

ropes are removed from the necks of cattle. The 

Messenger of Allah - the peace and blessing of 

Allah he upon him and his descendants - likened it 

to a hot bath situated at the door of a person who 

bathes in it five times a day. Will then any dirt 

remain on him? 

Its obligation is recognized by those believers 

whom neither the adornment of property nor the 

coolness of the eyes produced by children can turn 

away from it. Allah, the Glorified, says: 

Men whom neither merchandise nor any sale 

diverteth from the remembrance of Allah and 

constancy in prayer and paying the poor-rate ...
2
 

  �S��<�!�    �a<���� �i
�6  �R<�    �p< �9� ���%   �X<�(�6  �� �A< ��O 
�6 - 
�< �O� , �  � ���  �S�< �c �=  ��
 ک� ��
 �R� ,
 �'� � �c  � ��� 
��?� � ع�1 �� �e ��  ��  ��A ��O 
�6  �P� 1 ���q  �����q  ��  

Even after receiving assurance of Paradise, the 

                                                
1
  Quran, 74:42-43 

2
  Quran. 24:37 
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Messenger of Allah - peace and blessing of Allah be 

upon him and his descendants - used to exert 

himself for prayers because of Allah, the Glorified’s 

command. 

And enjoin prayer on thy followers, and adhere 

thou steadily unto it,...
1
 

 �R ����� , 
��� ?�  ع�1 � �� �O��  ��  �R� 1 ���q 
���6  �����£� �  ��
  	�ک�

Then the Holy Prophet used to enjoin his followers 

to prayer and exert himself for it.” 

Hazrat Imam Ja'far Sadiq (a.s.) said: 

  � ��<�6  ��  �R<���*�6  �h�*<�    ��  �@ �� �O� , 
 �C��?�	  �S��!� � 
��  ��� 1�(� �  � ���%�(�0 �=  ��� ��  ����
 W#� ,��  � ���  

“One who prays two units of prayer and he 

understands what he is reciting; when he 

completes the Prayer no sin will remain in his 

account.”
2
 

Amirul Momineen Ali (a.s.) said: 

                                                
1
  Quran, 20:132 

2
  Kafi, Book of Prayer, Chap. 112, Muhammad Ibne Yaqoob Kulaini 
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< �� �� ��2�{��  ��  ��  :¢ ��<���   
<���%�7��  �>< ��J�(��  ��  ��  �N<��7��� �� 
<���%�7���   �� �A ��O   � �> ��
 �_�Y   ک�<�� ����q  ��� ع�1  ��  :S
�u�% �Y �� 
���%�7��  ���T  �P�� �A �O�    W8� ���  �P�1 �C�T  ���� :�  

“Pray on its appointed time; do not recite it before 

its time if you are free. And neither due to being 

busy delays it from its time. And you should know 

that your other deeds depend on your Prayer.”
1
 

                                                
1
  Sharh Nahjul Balagha, Letter 27, Pg. 879, Faiz al-Islam 
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10 – Social Engagements 

The Almighty Allah says: 

 � ���� �{ � ����  �������� �{  ��  �@�� ���(� ��
<�6  ���� �����
� � Z  :́ �(�6 ��|� ?� ���  ���� �V�(�6  �;
����
 ��  ��  ���+��� ��  ���T  ��������� � ��  �� ��� �A ��O   ���� �C�?�! �{  ����<�(� ? �e��  �� ���
<� ک ��̀    ����<��

 �®ٓ�  �� LRٗ�  �� �c �=  �� �5 �P  W��? �+ �$  Ẁ � � �̀ �T �5  ���� L�5  ����� �s� �p �c  
“And (as for) the believing men and the believing 

women, they are guardians of each other; they 

enjoin good and forbid evil and keep up prayer 

and pay the poor-rate, and obey Allah and His 

Apostle; (as for) these, Allah will show mercy to 

them; surely Allah is Mighty, Wise.”
1
 

Hazrat Imam Ja'far Sadiq (a.s.) said: 

 ٗR���*ع�  �� ��  ���1 ��� ��  �µ�  ���1 ��� ���  ٗR��� ����  ��  ٗR�1� ?� �K  ��  ٗR� , ��� �� ��  ٗR<�T�X� �� ��  ��  ��  ��
 ٗR �C�1 ����  ٗR�6 � ���+�� ��  ��  � � ��  �� �u �6
�% ٗR  

“A Muslim is brother of another Muslim. He is his 

eye, his mirror and guide. A Muslim can never 

cheat a Muslim. He does not deceive him. He does 

                                                
1
  Taubah 9:71 
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not oppress him. He does not lie to him and he also 

does not back-bite him.”
1
 

The Messenger of Allah (s.a.w.s.) remarked: 

“One who begins his day without being concerned 

for the affairs of the Muslims is not from them. And 

one who hears a man calling: ‘O Muslims’ and he 

does not heed his call, is not a Muslim.” 

Imam Ja'far Sadiq (a.s.) said: 

  � ���  �G�m  �"
<<���   � �#<< �$�q  ��<<�� �  � ���  �S�<< �c �=  �>�®<< �c  �"
<<���   �8<<��� ,�q �S
<<�7
"
���1�    

“The Messenger of Allah (s.a.w.s.) was asked: Who 

is the most favorite person in the view of Allah. He 

replied: the most favorite of Allah is one who is 

most beneficial to the people.”
2
 

The Messenger of Allah (s.a.w.s.) stated: 

 � R�  
� ?�(�    �����(��� ,�q  ��>�) ��  ��̀ �T  � ���  �G�m  ������ � �$�£�	  � ���  �S
� ? �T  ������  ک�1 �D� 1� ��  

 “All the creatures are family members of the 

Almighty Allah (they are sustained by Him). The 

                                                
1
  Aain Zindaagi, Pg. 98, Quoted from Wasailush Shia, Shaykh Hurr Amili 

2
  Aain Zindaagi, Pg. 98, Quoted from Wasailush Shia, Shaykh Hurr Amili 
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most beloved to Allah is one who is most beneficial 

to His family members (that those who receive 

sustenance from Him).”
1
 

                                                
1
  Aain Zindaagi, Pg. 98, Quoted from Wasailush Shia, Shaykh Hurr Amili 
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11 – Sleep 

Hazrat Amirul Momineen Ali (a.s.) said: 

 �� �)� �¶ �p�.�0  �; �������  ��  �� �C�(�   �p �O�7  �k����  �Z�����   ��� ���u�    �h�·�6  

“Sleep is a great creditor that destroys your short 

life and deprives you of great rewards.”
1
 

Hazrat Amirul Momineen Ali (a.s.) said: 

 ٗR����� ,  �a� 1� ?�   � �z  ���.�0  ����  ٗR�0 �=�X�% ���� �� 
��  �>�C�(�    ����  ٖR����� � � �z  
“One who sleeps more at night is deprived of deeds 

that cannot be achieved during the day.”
2
 

                                                
1
  Ghurar al-Hikam, Chapter of sleep 

2
  Ghurar al-Hikam, Chapter of sleep 
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12 – Food (Eating) 

���	 �� ���� ����  ���6 ���Y��  ���   ک�1
“…and eat and drink and be not extravagant…”

1
 

Amirul Momineen Ali (a.s.) said: 

 �� ��� �V� ��  ��
� ��1� ��  ��  �h�����   ���X ������  �Z�����   ��  �ک�<� �¶ �� ���.�0  

“Excess of sleeping and eating destroys the soul 

and causes loss.”
2
 

                                                
1
  Araaf 7:31 

2
  Ghurar al-Hikam, Chapter of Eating 
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13 – Health 

Amirul Momineen Ali (a.s.) said: 

 � ?� �¡ �� ����    �X �)����  �a� ?�	
�(�  
�6 ���  
“The taste of life is found in good health (well-

being).”
1
 

                                                
1
  Ghurar al-Hikam, Chapter of Health 


